Our curriculum is definitely not another day at the office.

Since 1993, we’ve opened the doors to the classroom outside, helping to connect educators and their students to the world beyond the classroom or cubicle desk.

For a truly different learning and meeting experience, contact us to create an Arkansas Outdoor School session for your group or class.

501-821-6884
aos@uaex.edu
or visit us online at:
www.kidsarus.org/arkoutdoorschool.htm
For business retreats, team-building, or for a unique opportunity to get to know co-workers in a setting away from the office, the Arkansas Outdoor School can build the right program, whether it’s one day, an overnight stay or a multi-day visit.

We create hands-on adventures for learners of all ages that include:

- Compass & GPS navigation
- Principles of survival
- Canoeing
- Archery
- Arkansas wildlife
- Rock wall climbing
- Hiking
- Nature photography

The Arkansas Outdoor School also has programs for schools. All of our learning activities for youth are linked to the state standards of the Arkansas Educational Frameworks.

For a truly different learning and meeting experience, contact us and let us create an Arkansas Outdoor School session for your group or class.